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Task: Play a Roman Numeral 
game.

Option 1: Print the numeral cards and play a matching game. E.g. just mix up 

and match, snap, play pairs by turning over and trying to match the roman 

numeral with the numbers we use today.

Option2: 

https://www.freeteacher.co.uk/game.aspx?qf=game_romannumerals_standard_

1to12

https://www.freeteacher.co.uk/game.aspx?qf=game_romannumerals_standard_1to12


Introduction: What have the 

Romans done for us?
• https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zwjhfr

d

• LO: Learn how life changed in 

the past and the affects it has on 

the modern world we live in. 

(language)

Roman Legacy - language

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zwjhfrd


What does legacy mean?

- Anything handed down from 

the past.



What language did the Celts 

speak?

The Britons in the countryside spoke the 

Celtic language known as Brythonic. This 

later developed into Welsh, Breton and 

Cornish languages.  

Extra facts: The Brythonic word for ‘water’, for instance, was dubros (which 

gave the English place-name Dover, and Modern Welsh ‘dŵr’). 

The word for a ‘journey’ was senton (Modern Welsh ‘hynt’).

If we put these two words together, we get dubros-senton, ‘the journey of the 

waters’, and this gives the Welsh word for ‘valley’, which is ‘dyffryn’. 



The Romans brought the Latin 

language to England.

The Romans is the towns spoke Latin, and 
soon any Briton who wanted to get on in 
life had to learn it too.

Latin remained the language of the 
Church, the law and the universities long 
after the Roman rule in Britain had come 
to an end.



How to speak like an ancient 

Roman video

• https://www.dkfindout.com/uk/video/history

/how-to-speak-like-an-ancient-roman-

video/?utm_medium=email&utm_campaig

n=05072016-DKEducation-

posterkit&utm_source=adestra

https://www.dkfindout.com/uk/video/history/how-to-speak-like-an-ancient-roman-video/?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=05072016-DKEducation-posterkit&utm_source=adestra


What affect did the Romans have 

on language I speak, read and 

write today?

The names of the months of the 

year come from Roman gods, 

numbers and people.



What Did the Romans Bring with Them?

The calendar that is used in most of the western world was started by 

Julius Caesar. 

It is based around the movement of the Earth around the 

Sun and so is called a ‘solar calendar.’

It has 365 days in a year (366 in a leap year) and the 

months January to December were given their names. 

Some were named after Roman gods, some after Latin words 

for numbers, and some after Roman emperors. 



Janus was the god 

of the gateways and 

beginnings; he had 

two faces, one 

looking back and 

one looking 

forwards.



February was called 

after the festival for 

purifying from fevers: 

febris is the Latin for 

‘fever’.



March was for Mars, 

the god of war.



April was the month 

of buds opening: 

aperire is ‘to open’.



May was Maia, the 

mother goddess who 

made things grow



June was Juno, the 

mother of the gods and 

the wife of Jove or 

Jupiter.



September was 

originally the seventh 

month: septem is 

‘seven’



October was originally 

the eighth month: 

octo is ‘eight’.



November was 

originally the ninth 

month: novem is 

‘nine’.



December was 

originally the tenth 

month: decem is ‘ten’.

Which months were missing?



Which months were missing?

July                   and                     August

July was 

added in 

honour of 

Julius 

Caesar

August in 

honour of 

Augustus



Tasks

Activity 1: Months of the 

year matching sheet

Activity 2: Latin and English translation 

sheet


